Graham Peters, Managing Director, Avanti Government

Graham is the Managing Director for Avanti Communications. He has 25 years experience in the ICT industry operating at the intersection between business, technology and applications. Much of his career has involved satellite communications and satellite positioning technologies and their applications. Graham has spent an extended period working in the field of ICT based training and education, initially in the defence and aviation sectors but more recently applied to education of marginalised students in schools in Sub Saharan Africa.

Avanti has successfully launched connected services across sub-Saharan Africa and can make any school a digital school
Every Community Online is a Public Private Partnership between Avanti and the European Space Agency

A new generation of solar powered satellite Wifi Hotspots for Community internet access is now available

Avanti is offering opportunities to human development organisations and Governments in West, Central and Southern Africa to run innovative pilots using this new capability…

LIBERATE POTENTIAL

If you are interested in demonstrating the benefits of internet connectivity in African schools through new EdTech approaches get in touch:

Graham Peters
Graham.Peters@avantiplc.com
+44 (0) 207 749 1657